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Introduction
The process of creation of scientific/technological knowledge is extremely important from an economic perspective. In the long run it underlies the phenomenon of technological growth (e.g. in Romer, 1990; Jones, 1995) . In the short run randomness in the discovery of new technologies underlies the occurrence of periods of fast productivity growth and other periods of technological slowdown. These may be the cause (together with other shocks) of economic fluctuations of the kind analyzed by the Real Business Cycle literature (e.g. Prescott, 1986; Kydland and Prescott, 1982; Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1992) . The process of innovation and what determines it, however, are not very well known and understood. Only during the recent decades have economists made progress in analyzing it from a theoretical and empirical point of view. Models based on endogenous technological innovation (such as Aghion and Howitt, 1992; Grossman and Helpman, 1991) have been developed to explain productivity growth in the aggregate economy. These models helped economists to focus on the central role of innovation as engine of growth for world productivity. At the same time better and more comprehensive data on research and development (R&D) across countries and on patents and their characteristics (especially for Europe and the US), have become available and have encouraged a large revival in the microeconomic studies of patenting as a window on the process of technological change (see, for an overview, the book by Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002) . Our contribution in this article is to propose an aggregate dynamic analysis of the knowledge-generating sector that uses state of the art econometric techniques, considers the long and short run behavior of innovation (and its determinants) across countries and uses R&D and patent data to capture technological innovation. Innovation is treated as the output of a process that uses R&D resources and existing ideas as inputs. New ideas are measured using international patents originating from OECD countries and we estimate the production of these ideas for the period 1973-1999, allowing for international diffusion of past ideas across countries.
In this article we take a macro approach by aggregating the idea-generating activities across sectors at the country level. We focus, however, on the idea-generating sector only, rather than also looking at the production sector. The importance of the idea-generating sector should grant it special attention, and we focus this study specifically on the R&D sector for three reasons.
First, very little is known on the origin, timing and delays of technological shocks. Our goal is to begin opening the black box of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) by understanding the underlying innovation process and its dynamics. The existing empirical studies on R&D and growth are mostly focussed on the long run analysis and capture a reduced-form relationship between R&D and TFP.
For instance the initial contribution of Coe and Helpman (1995) tested the idea that productivity of a country depends on the stock of past accumulated R&D of the country as well as on that of its trading partners. Since these three variables are non stationary, this implies a long run cointegration relationship between them. As techniques for testing panel cointegration improved in the late 1990s, several papers, after Coe and Helpman (1995) , applied tests of panel cointegration and re-estimated the cointegration vector between productivity (measured indirectly as the Solow residual 1 ), domestic R&D and international R&D. Keller (1998) , Kao et al. (1999) , Funk (2000) and Edmond (2001) all produced estimates of this cointegration relation using OECD countries for the period 1970-1991. They used recently developed tests of panel unit-root (Im et al., 2003) and of panel cointegration (Pedroni, 1999) to analyze the long run relation between R&D spending and productivity. While ultimately the behavior of TFP is crucial, the novelty of this paper is that it focuses on innovation in order to better understand this one key source of productivity growth.
The second reason to focus on the knowledge-generating sector is that a very important aggregate property of the so called "idea-based" models of growth depends on the dynamic behavior of this sector. Specifically, a key distinction between the first generation of models (the endogenous growth models exemplified in Romer 1990 or Aghion and Howitt 1992) and the second generation of models (the semi-endogenous growth models such as Jones 1995; Kortum 1997 and Segerstrom 1998 ) is based on the effect of the "scale" of a country's R&D sector on its creation of technological knowledge. If the level of total R&D resources in a country is positively related to the growth rate of its technological knowledge, once we control for the access to international accumulated knowledge, then such an economy exhibits strong scale effects. Such evidence would be in favor of the endogenous models of growth. On the other hand, if the level of total R&D resources in a country is positively related to the level of its technological knowledge, still controlling for the access to international accumulated knowledge, then we would be in the presence of weak scale effects. Such relation, in turn, would be corroborating evidence in favor of the semi-endogenous models of growth. Importantly, this property depends only on the effect of R&D on the creation 1 Using the method pioneered by Solow (1957). of technological knowledge and can, therefore, be tested by looking at the long run dynamic behavior of R&D and accumulated knowledge. As both variables turn out to have a non-stationary behavior the above proposition has implications on the cointegration between R&D resources and the stock of accumulated knowledge. While a previous test to distinguish between endogenous and semi-endogenous models of growth exists (Jones, 1995) , it relies on the relationship between R&D resources and TFP and only uses time-series data for a small number of countries. Our test is based on the impact of a country's R&D on ideas generated in that country, accounting for the international diffusion of knowledge. Our test, confirming the previous evidence, does not support strong scale effects (and endogenous growth) but only weak effects (and semi-endogenous growth). Even considering, as we do, the production of pure ideas (measured as patents), rather than their embodiment into TFP, knowledge externalities are not strong enough to feed a process in which countries with larger R&D resources produce ideas at a faster rate. However, the spillovers are strong enough to guarantee a net positive effect of the international stock of knowledge on innovation.
The third reason to focus on the knowledge-generating sector is that in this sector international knowledge spillovers are likely to be the strongest and most pervasive. While the activity of production involves several country-specific factors, the activity of generating new ideas is largely cross-national. Scientists communicate intensely across countries, ideas are diffused promptly and technological innovations cross country borders. While we still allow for the existence of tacit (country-specific) knowledge, our specific interest is to identify the importance of international ideas in the development of new ideas. Existing studies on international diffusion of ideas based on patent citations (such as Jaffe et al., 1993; Branstetter, 2001; Peri 2005) have found that, while there is a large component of knowledge that remains localized in the country a significant portion diffuses internationally. Our study confirms that international knowledge is an important determinant of a country's innovation and even more so if the country is not a technological leader.
Finally, our paper is a step in a new, hardly explored, direction. Macroconomists have been all too fast in identifying technological progress with measured changes of total factor productivity. It is well known that this residual measure captures (together with technological progress) changes in efficiency in the use of factors, reallocation of factors across sectors, changes in (unmeasured) capacity utilization and so on. It is important to complement the TFP approach and consider seriously alternative measures of technological progress. Patented innovation is one of the most promising and measurable indices. Total factor productivity is an important construct, but economists should make an effort to understand the determinants of technological progress and measure directly its components.
The first part of our article explores the long run relationship between R&D resources and knowledge creation. We show that a panel of data for twenty-eight years and fifteen countries rejects the implication of strong scale effects of R&D while it does not reject weak scale effects implying a positive long run relationship between R&D resources and the stock of knowledge. We apply recent techniques of panel cointegration in order to test the long run relationship between R&D employment and the stock of national and international scientific/technological knowledge.
Once we have identified this long run relation, we estimate the short run dynamics of the innovation process by means of an Error Correction Mechanism panel VAR (VECM). The impulse responses of this model allow us to evaluate the effect of an increase in R&D resources on knowledge created in the source country and any other country. By including a variable that captures the accessible international stock of knowledge we analyze the "external" impact of a country's R&D on other countries' innovation both in the long and in the short run. In spite of the success of real business cycle theories, the short run behavior of innovation has been largely neglected by the dynamic empirical literature. Business cycle analysis has taken shocks to total factor productivity as exogenous and has analyzed their impact. Our paper, to the contrary, analyzes one important mechanism at the source of short-term fluctuations of productivity. In order to characterize correctly the short run behavior of a set of non-stationary variables, however, we need to account properly for their long run behavior. This is why we estimate an error correction mechanism that allows us to identify a response of R&D and innovation to shocks in the short and medium run, while accounting for long-run cointegration. This, to the best of our knowledge, has never been done in the literature 2 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple "idea-based" model of growth in which the idea-generating sector plays a key role. Within the context of these models we can test, using the dynamic properties of the knowledge generating sector, whether the data support a model of endogenous or of semi-endogenous growth. We describe the idea-generating function and how we construct variables to measure R&D resources, new ideas, existing knowledge and their relationship. Section 3 describes the data for the panel of fifteen countries over the period . We show and test some of the basic time-series properties of the data before pursuing our estimation strategy. Section 4 studies the long run behavior of R&D and innovation, testing the stationarity of knowledge growth rates and then estimating the panel cointegration between R&D employment, domestic knowledge and international knowledge. Section 5 analyzes short run behavior using the VECM and shows some representative impulse response functions. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Idea-Based growth Models and the R&D sector
A Simple Framework
The mechanism through which resources devoted to research and development (R&D) are transformed into new knowledge is the centerpiece of several recent models of growth. These models, indeed, are referred to as "idea-based" models of growth 3 . More specifically, in these models the R&D sector is the ultimate engine of economic growth. Both the first generation of "idea-based" models (such as Romer, 1990; Aghion and Howitt, 1992; Grossman and Helpman, 1991) and the second generation (Jones, 1995 , Kortum 1997 and Segerstrom 1998 build on the analysis of the R&D sector to determine the long run behavior of productivity growth. For a given amount of resources allocated to R&D, the parameters of the knowledge-producing function are the only ones responsible for the long run growth of knowledge which, in turn, determines productivity. In this sense the R&D sector is crucial for long run growth. At the same time, the transitional fluctuations of the R&D sector together with those of the production sector (and of consumption-investment decisions) are responsible for transitional fluctuations of productivity due to the adjustments of the capital stock and knowledge stock (per worker) around their long run trajectories. Using a simple framework (similar to Jones, 2004) to illustrate this point let us consider an economy for which the production of output per worker, y t , is given by: 3 See Jones (2004) for a survey.
where we assume a log-linear production function to simplify our discourse. BA σ t is total factor productivity (TFP). It depends on a factor B that captures efficiency in production and is mainly determined by institutions, geography and the legal structure of a country. These characteristics are slow to change so are assumed to be constant. TFP also depends (with an elasticity σ > 0) on technological knowledge represented by the stock of total available scientific and technological ideas A t 4 . k t is physical capital per worker and α < 1 is the elasticity of output with respect to physical capital, so that k α t satisfies the usual assumptions of decreasing marginal returns to capital and the Inada conditions. Taking derivatives of the logged variables with respect to time on both sides of equation (1) and denoting with g x the growth rate of variable x, we can write the growth rate of output per worker in period t as:
At any given time the growth rate of output per worker (g yt ) is a linear combination of the growth rate of the stock of ideas (g At ) and capital per worker (g kt ). In the long run, however, due to decreasing returns of physical capital, any growth model characterized by an aggregate production function as in (1) converges to a balanced growth path (BGP) in which g * y = g * k (the stars denote BGP values) 5 The growth rate of output per worker in BGP is given by:
On one hand, according to (2), the dynamics of knowledge growth, g At , affect the dynamics of income per capita as an important source of fluctuations and transitional dynamics. On the other hand, according to (3), the long run growth rate of ideas (g * A ), is the only determinant of long run GDP per capita growth for given parameters of the production function. The analysis of the dynamics of A t in the short and long run is therefore an extremely informative and interesting empirical question for macroeconomists. Moreover, the distinction between models that deliver endogenous growth and models that deliver semi-endogenous growth depends exclusively on the dynamics of the idea-generating sector. We will return on this issue in section 2.4 below. From this point onwards we concentrate our attention on the knowledge-generating (R&D) sector and its dynamics .
The Knowledge-Generating (R&D) Sector
For its crucial role in determining the growth rate of productivity, the knowledge-generating sector is the focus of this paper. New ideas are produced by people working in R&D who use their creativity and the existing stock of knowledge (made of non-obsolete ideas produced in the past).
In the aggregate, the uncertainty in the rate of arrival of ideas can be reduced to a random noise so that new ideas, existing knowledge, and R&D resources can be represented as linked by a stable relationship (up to an error term) which can be viewed as a production function of new ideas.
Omitting the error term (that we will re-introduce in the empirical section) the function can be expressed as:
I i,t (for "Ideas") is the measure of new knowledge generated in country i during year t. We assume that resources devoted to research during year t affect the generation of ideas during that year 6 . R&D i,t is the employment in the private R&D sector for country i during year t. A i,t is the stock of usable domestic knowledge measured as accumulated past ideas that were generated in country i up to year t − 1 and available at the beginning of year t. Similarly A ROW i,t is the stock of international knowledge measured as accumulated past ideas generated by countries in the rest of the world (ROW ) up to year t − 1 and hence available at the beginning of year t. Existing ideas are a very important input in the creation of new ideas, this is why we include A i,t and A ROW i,t in the function F . The quantitative impact of existing knowledge on the generation of new ideas, however, can be positive, negative or zero due to the existence of two opposite effects.
As illustrated by Caballero and Jaffe (1993) or Jones (2002) , existing ideas widen the basis of knowledge usable to generate further innovation and may therefore have a positive impact on it (such effect has been named "standing on shoulders"). In particular, this effect could be so strong as to increase the rate of innovation as more knowledge becomes available. Alternatively, as ideas are discovered it may become harder to find new ones so that the effect of existing knowledge on innovation may be negative (this effect has been christened "fishing-out"). Our approach allows us to use the data to test whether the impact of existing knowledge on innovation is positive and large enough to generate accelerating innovation, positive but incompatible with accelerating innovation, or negative. Finally, in a world of closed economies with no exchange of knowledge across countries only A i,t would be available to researchers of country i. In contrast, in a world of exchange of knowledge across countries, each country benefits from ideas discovered in the rest of the world.
Several studies (Branstetter, 2001; Jaffe et al., 1993; Peri, 2005) show that the international diffusion of ideas is less than perfect and, in particular, less efficient than their diffusion within a country.
For this reason we include knowledge created outside of a country as a separate input so that we are able to estimate the (external) impact of this factor on the generation of new ideas.
Construction of Variables and Measurement Issues
In the equations sketched above we have been rather vague in defining our variables. In particular we have not specified how to measure new knowledge (I i,t ) and existing knowledge (A i,t ) generated in country i or the international stock of knowledge A ROW i,t . In this section we describe in detail how to make equation (4) operational for the empirical analysis by constructing variables using the available data. Our main identifying assumption is that the number of new ideas produced in country i during year t, I i,t , is proportional to the number of inventions for which an international patent application is filed during year t by an inventor residing in that country. Following an established tradition we utilize patent statistics to proxy the generation of innovative ideas. While not perfect, the correspondence between patents and new ideas has been extensively employed in economic analysis, and does seem reasonable both from a theoretical and an empirical point of view. According to the standards of patentability defined by the U.S. patent office, a patentable idea should be original, non-obvious and exploitable for economic profit. Moreover, many applied economists have drawn from the large pool of patent data, and used it to measure new ideas 7 .
Similarly, theoretical economists (such as Romer, 1990 and Grossman and Helpman, 1991) have equated one idea to one patent in their models. In practice, however, there are two main sources of "noise" which prevent a perfect correspondence between patents and ideas. The first is that the propensity to patent a new idea may vary across countries. This is easily accounted for by introducing a country fixed effect. The second is that patents may have dissimilar "contents of ideas", with some patents containing many (or big) ideas and other relatively few (or less relevant) ideas 8 . Since in our case, each unit of observation (country-year) includes the sum of a large number of patents, differences in the content of ideas for individual patents are likely to be averaged out.
Moreover, we include a correction for the importance of a patent by weighting each of them by the number of citations received during the first 3 years. This correction, however, does not change much the results relative to the use of a simple patent count.
Our choices of selecting only international patents (filed in the U.S.) and of adopting the residence of the inventor as country of origin of the idea, have several advantages that make our dataset particularly appealing. First, by selecting patents taken in the United States we are likely to select only the most important (and potentially profitable) innovations originating from each country. As the U.S. is the most important world market any relevant innovation will be patented there. Only if an innovation is marginal or of very limited use will it not be worth the patenting cost in the U.S. Such choice, therefore, would tend to select "high-quality" ideas, which should be the most important for their effects on productivity. These ideas are also the ones that are most likely to benefit from international diffusion of knowledge. Second, the U.S. patent data allow us to locate the residence of the inventor and use it as the idea's country of origin. Aggregate statistics from the world industrial property office (WIPO) identify only the location of the headquarters of the applying company. The literature agrees that the first is a better way of identifying where the idea was developed as the location of the headquarters of a company is often different from that where R&D was performed 9 . Third, the NBER patents and citations data report the citations between patents and allows us to construct a measure of the importance of a patent (based on the received citations) that in turn can be used to weight each of them in a more accurate measure of 7 See Griliches (1990) for a survey. 8 See, for instance, Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002) , Chapter 2. 9 See Jaffe et al.(1992) and Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002) for an accurate discussions of this issue.
innovation.
We can summarize the relationship between patents and ideas, allowing for country-specific propensity to patent, as: P at i,t = κ i I it where P at i,t is the number of patent applications filed with the US patent office by inventors living in country i during year t and κ i is the country-specific propensity to patent. The choice of the application year to capture the generation of an idea is appropriate because the process of obtaining a patent is slow. While an application is filed very early after the discovery took place, the patent may be granted several years later (see Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002, Chapter 13) .
In order to study the relationship defined by (4) we assume that the mapping F (., ., .) can be approximated by a log-linear function as follows:
Equation (5) states that the (log) number of patent applications originating in country i during year t is a function of a country fixed effect (ln(κ i )), the (log) level of R&D (personnel employed in R&D in full time equivalents) of country i during year t (R&D i,t ), the stock of knowledge generated in country i (A i,t ), as well as in the rest of the world (A ROW i,t ) and available at the beginning of year t 10 . The coefficient λ captures the impact of R&D resources on patenting, while φ and ξ capture, respectively, the effects of domestically-generated and internationally-generated knowledge on patenting . The stock variable A i,t captures the accumulated, non-obsolete knowledge originating from country i. We assume that the stock of knowledge is continually increased by the addition of new ideas and, at the same time, it is continually decreased by a constant depreciation (obsolescence) rate δ that captures the fact that new ideas may displace (or improve on) old ideas 11 . Therefore, using the correspondence between patents and ideas and omitting the country fixed factors (that could be factored out and bundled with the country fixed effects κ i ) the variable A i,t is defined by the following recursive formula:
Assuming that the accumulation of knowledge in the past has been compatible with a balanced growth path, we construct the initial value A it 0 , (following the perpetual inventory method 12 ) as:
where g i , is the growth rate of patenting in country i in the five years between t 0 and t 0 + 5, and δ is equal to 0.1. The value obtained from (7) is, at best, a rough estimate of the initial stock of knowledge in country i. However, we use t 0 = 1963 as the first year in which patent data are available while we begin our analysis of cross-country innovation in 1973. This allows us to reduce the effect of any mistake due to an imprecise estimate of the initial stock of knowledge. The impact
is, in fact, diluted by the accumulation over ten years and is rather small.
Most of the existing literature on knowledge spillovers (Coe and Helpman, 1995; Funk, 2000) used the stock of accumulated past R&D, rather than of patents, to measure the international stock of knowledge. There are several reasons, however, to prefer the choice of accumulated patents in our context. First, R&D resources (such as scientists and labs) are excludable while the ideas generated with them (patents) are not. The external effect on innovation comes from knowledge generated abroad (rather than directly from R&D) and accumulated patents measure it more accurately. Second, as data on patents are available beginning in 1963, but data on R&D only since 1973, using the perpetual inventory method and equation (7) to initialize the stock would imply higher imprecision when using accumulated R&D rather than accumulated patents. Third, R&D resources take some time (one year according to specification 5), to become available as domestic and international knowledge so that only A i,t+1 and A ROW i,t+1 contain ideas generated using R&D i,t .The timing of R&D, therefore, may be leading (one or more periods) its impact on innovation in a foreign country. Constructing the lagged stock of knowledge would imply that we lose further initial observations for each country. Ultimately, however, as R&D in a country is the most important determinant of patenting, the two measures (stock of R&D and of stock of patents) are highly correlated in the long run. Studies limited to the long run analysis (such as Coe and Helpman, 1995; Funk, 2000) could use either measure to obtain similar results (see section 4). The reasons to prefer the stock of patents are more relevant in the short run analysis which is a specific contribution of this paper.
We construct A ROW i,t as the simple sum of the stock of ideas generated in countries other than i by year t − 1, and available at the beginning of year t. Namely, A ROW i,t = X j6 =i A j,t . The choice of a simple sum is driven by three considerations. First, Keller (1998) showed that an unweighted sum of external R&D works just as well as a trade-weighted sum when measuring the external effect of research. Second, Edmond (2001) has shown that the specification with unweighted sum is more robust to different specifications and estimation methods than the weighted one. Finally Peri (2005) finds that international flows of ideas are much less localized than trade flows and most of the attrition takes place within a country. Ideas that flow beyond the country border (internationally) are likely to diffuse very broadly. Weighting the contribution of foreign ideas by trade shares would, therefore, incorrectly reduce their impact so that it is better to take simply their unweighted sum.
Long run Implications of Strong and Weak Scale Effects
We divide both sides of equation (6) by A i,t and take natural logs. Substituting for P at i,t its expression from (5), and for A ROW i,t its definition given above, we obtain the following relation, which is the basis of our long run econometric analysis:
where g Ai,t = (A i,t+1 −A i,t )/A i,t is the growth rate of the stock of ideas generated in country i in year t. This equation holds in each period and can be used to study the dynamics of the knowledge stock which, according to (2) and (3), has direct bearings on the dynamics of output per worker. If the stock of ideas converges to a (stochastic) balanced growth path then the term ln(g Ai,t +δ)−ln(κ i )
on the left hand side of (8) converges to a country-specific stationary stochastic process. In this case equation (8) implies a stable (stationary) long run relation between the variables ln(R&D i,t ), ln(A i,t ) and ln(A ROW i,t ) on the right hand side. In particular, if each of the three variables is non-stationary (as is the case), convergence to a stochastic balanced growth path implies that there must be a cointegration relation among them, (i.e. a linear combination that is stationary).
The cointegration vector, standardizing by the coefficient of ln(A i,t ), would be (−1, µ, γ) where µ = λ/(1 − φ) and γ = ξ/(1 − φ). It can be estimated using the following regression
where we have collected all the stationary variables (deterministic and stochastic) in the term s i,t . From the estimates of this cointegration vector we are also able to establish whether ξ is larger, smaller, or equal to 0 (as its sign will be the same as the sign of γ). Alternatively, if the stock of ideas does not converge to a balanced growth path so that g Ai,t is not stationary in the long run but increases with the levels of ln(R&D i,t ), ln(A i,t ) and ln(A ROW i,t ) then no cointegration exists between those variables and the system would experience stocks of ideas diverging across countries and experiencing explosive growth over time.
The tests of stationarity of g Ai,t and of cointegration between the variables ln(R&D i,t ), ln(A i,t ) and ln(A ROW i,t ) allow us to discriminate between the two alternative idea-based models of growth (endogenous vs. semi-endogenous). If g Ai,t is stationary then, in the long run, the levels of R&D resources and world knowledge determine (are cointegrated with) the level of knowledge of a country (and therefore the level of its productivity). This is a typical property of the semi-endogenous models of growth such as Jones (1995) and Segerstrom (1998) in which the size of the R&D sector affects the level of domestic knowledge through a weak scale effect. Moreover, within this case a positive sign of the coefficient γ, would be evidence of a net "standing on shoulders" effect, while a negative sign of γ would imply that the "fishing-out" effect prevails. Alternatively, if g Ai,t is non-stationary then levels of R&D resources and stocks of knowledge (on the right hand side of 8)
determine the growth rate of knowledge of a country (g Ai,t ) and, as a consequence, the growth rate of its total factor productivity. In turn, this is a typical property of the endogenous models of growth such as Romer (1990) , Aghion and Howitt (1992) and Grossman and Helpman (1991) . In this case R&D would have a strong scale effect, implying that its level affects the growth rate of the stock of ideas. The novelty of our approach, relative to a previous test performed by Jones (1995) , is our cross-country specification and our direct measure of scientific/technological knowledge, based on patents, rather than its indirect measure, based on total factor productivity. Testing the scale effect of R&D on knowledge generation (rather than on TFP) gives endogenous growth models the best chance at succeeding over semi-endogenous models. In fact the non-rival nature of knowledge should be strongest when it is used by international researchers to generate new knowledge (rather than goods). The rejection of endogenous growth models in favor of semi-endogenous ones, even using this empirical setting, is very strong evidence for preferring the second type of models as empirical tools. At the same time we find strong evidence of a net "standing on shoulders" effect (γ > 0), i.e.
that existing international knowledge increases the innovation of countries. We then use equation (5) in order to identify and estimate the effect of R&D and innovation shocks on creation of ideas in the short run. Equation (5) implies that patent applications in period t (P at i,t ) are affected by R&D resources employed in the same year, and by knowledge generated within the country, A i,t , or outside of it, A ROW i,t , up to the beginning of the year. In turn, innovation generated during year t (P at i,t ) only becomes available as national and international knowledge beginning with the following year (A i,t+1 , A ROW i,t+1 ). These assumptions on the timing of innovation relative to R&D provide the identifying restrictions needed to order equations and to estimate our Error Correction
Mechanism (see section 5.2). Data set described in detail in the book by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002) and publicly available at http://www.nber.org/patents/. The dataset includes over 3 million patents granted by the United
States patent office between the years 1963 and 1999. We measure of P at i,t by the total number of patent applications by residents of country i during year t, and we weight each patent by the factor (1 + µ 3 ) where µ 3 is the average number of yearly citations received by the patent during the first three years after it has been granted. This accounts for the importance of the innovation embedded in the patent. As argued in several articles 13 citations are, on average, an indicator of the importance of a patent and of its market value. For robustness we also conduct our analysis using simple patent counts and the results are very similar. total R&D resources and total patenting exist across these countries. The US is the technological leader by a large margin employing and average of almost 1.7 million full-time equivalent persons in its R&D sector and filing more than 70,000 patent applications every year. Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom are distant second, third and fourth in terms of R&D and patents. Ireland is the smallest innovator in our sample, filing an average of merely 57 patent applications each year.
The averages over the whole time-period mask the interesting time-evolution of the variables in each country. Before performing formal tests on the time-series properties of these variables, we illustrate their behavior for a subset of G7 countries in Figure 1 to 3. Figure 1 shows the behavior of the variable ln(R&D i,t ) for the seven largest economies over the 1973-1999 period. In spite of different average growth rates (from 0% of the UK to a positive 6% per year for Canada) the picture confirms a common upward trend (except for the UK) as well as high persistence of year to year movements. Also, some countries exhibit detectable differences over different periods. Japan, for instance, increased its R&D employment largely up to year 1990, and later experienced very slow growth or possible stagnation. Similarly, Italy experienced growth in R&D resources only up to the early nineties. The countries with fastest growing R&D employment for our sample were Spain and Finland (not among the G7) with annual growth of 10 and 11% respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the time behavior of (log) patent applications per year for the G7 countries in the 1993-1999 period.
This variable, which measures new knowledge generated in the seven countries, also shows a general upward trend. Some fluctuations especially during the 1990's are also visible. When we consider the whole sample, the country that experienced the fastest growth in patent application was Ireland 13 See for instance Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002) , Chapter 2 and Hall et al. (2005) .
with 12% annual increase, while Great Britain was the one with slowest growth (annual 0.1%).
Finally, Figure 3 shows the behavior of the constructed variable ln(A i,t ) for each one of the G7 countries during the usual period. The variables are trending up and Japan exhibits a particularly fast-growing stock of knowledge. The persistent upward movements in the variables ln(R&D i,t ) and ln(A i,t ) suggest that they could be non-stationary and have a stable relationship (cointegration) over time. We move, therefore, to perform formal tests of non-stationarity and cointegration of the variables of interest. Table 2 ). The individual CADF statistics facilitate a modified version of the t-bar test proposed by Im et al. (2003) . Even in this case the test never rejects the null of non-stationarity for any of the three variables. Overall, the formal tests do not reject our priors, which were also supported by the direct visual inspection of the data: shocks to R&D and to the domestic or international stock of knowledge are very persistent and these variables can be represented by non-stationary processes.
Test of Unit Root of R&D and Stocks of Knowledge

Stationarity of Growth Rates: Test of Strong Scale Effects
Next, we test for a unit root in the first time-differences of the variable ln(A i,t ), g Ai,t , the growth rate of locally generated knowledge. In this case the alternative hypothesis is stationarity without a trend, since any time trend in levels is removed by differencing. We use the same tests that we used in section 3.2 above. A rejection of the null of non-stationarity would be evidence in favor of convergence of the stock of knowledge to a balance growth path. Table 3 reports the unit-root tests (Im et al., 2003; applied to the variables g Ai,t as well as to the growth rates of R&D i,t (∆ ln(R&D i,t )) and of the international stock of knowledge A ROW i,t (∆ ln(A ROW i,t )). The test statistic is negative and large in each case. For every one of these growth rates we are able to reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity at the 1% significance level. Hence, this test provides a clear rejection of the existence of a strong scale effect in the production of knowledge. As g Ai,t is stationary, the variable ln(A i,t ) converges to a stochastic balanced growth path. This implies that there is a long run relationship between the variables ln(A i,t ), ln(A ROW i,t ) and ln(R&D i,t ), (which are all integrated processes of order one, I(1)) so that their linear combination expressed by (8) is stationary. In the long run the three variables move together so that the level of R&D i,t of a country and the international stock of knowledge A ROW i,t determine the stock of knowledge created in country i, ln(A i,t ). The remainder of our analysis proceeds on the assumption, supported by the tests performed above, that all log level variables follow non-stationary, I(1), processes while all log differenced variables follow stationary, I(0), processes.
The long run Dynamics: Estimating the Cointegration Relation
Thus far the results point to the possible existence of a cointegration relation between the variables ln(A i,t ), ln(A ROW i,t ) and ln(R&D i,t ).We estimate this relationship by dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) using the whole panel of 15 countries and 26 years. The environment that we study imposes homogeneity on the cointegration vector across countries but allows for country-specific effects and time trends as well as a common time effect. As in Phillips and Moon (1999) , Kao (1999) and Pedroni (1999) , the errors are assumed to be independent across countries. Therefore, as in the single-equation environment, this estimator sacrifices asymptotic efficiency because it does not take into account the cross-equation dependence in the equilibrium errors 14 .
This method of exploiting the cross-sectional dimension of the data while respecting the time series properties, without aggregating or pooling, allows us to address the problem of inconsistent estimates in dynamic heterogeneous panels identified by Pesaran et al. (1999) . Finally, the use of DOLS as opposed to other cointegration estimators is justified by recent work by Kao et al. (1999) , which shows that it performs better than other single-equation cointegration estimators in panels of up to size N=20. In practical terms, the estimation of the equation by DOLS involves adding leads and lags of the first differences of the I(1) regressors in equation (9). Thus, all nuisance parameters, which represent short run dynamics, are I(0) and uncorrelated with the error term (by construction). This procedure corrects for the possible endogeneity of the non-stationary regressors and gives estimates of the cointegration vector which are asymptotically efficient when the error 14 In contrast to previous analyses of panel cointegration vector estimators, the asymptotic distribution of panel DOLS under cross-sectional dependence is easy to obtain. Mark et al. (2003) and Kao et al. (1999 ) studied the properties of panel dynamic OLS under the assumption of independence across cross-sectional units. Pedroni (1999) and Phillips and Moon (1999) study a panel fully modified OLS estimator also under cross-sectional independence. Moreover, the asymptotic theory employed in these papers allows both T and N to go to infinity. terms are independent across countries. All variables and nuisance parameters corresponding to the dynamic terms are allowed to vary across countries.
In order to estimate the cointegration relation between R&D and stock of ideas we re-write expression (9) adding two lags of the differenced variables as follows 15 :
The first two rows of Table 4 report the estimates of µ and γ which capture the long run elasticity of knowledge generated in a country to R&D employment and to knowledge created in the rest of the world. The variance-covariance matrix of the coefficients is consistently estimated by applying the dynamic panel variance estimator proposed by Mark et al. (2003) 16 . As different countries may exhibit permanent differences in their innovation generating (or patenting) process we allow for country-specific fixed effects, c i , in each specification. We include a country specific time-trend in most of the specifications (Specification II, III, V and VI) to control for time-effects. Finally specification IV includes a common time fixed effect as a way of capturing common movements over time.
The regression identifies the long run relationship between the variables in a way that is robust to the presence of short run dynamics. Transitional dynamics have a second order effect on the estimated long run relationship and they can be treated as a nuisance parameter in the estimation and testing procedure. We can relax the exogeneity assumptions that have been required in earlier approaches without the need for external instruments due to the superconsistency properties of the panel cointegration regression, which identifies the long run relationship even in the presence of endogeneity.
Column I of Table 4 reports the estimates when we only control for country fixed effects.
Both coefficients are estimated very precisely. A 1% increase of a country's R&D employment is associated with a 0.79% increase in the domestically generated stock of scientific and technological knowledge (the standard error is 0.06%). At the same time a 1% increase of the international stock of knowledge is associated, in the long run, with a 0.56% increase in domestically generated knowledge (with a standard error of 0.06%). These point estimates are very reasonable. First, micro studies of the effect of R&D on innovation find similar elasticities. For instance Branstetter (2001) uses firm-level data and finds an elasticity of 0.72. Pakes and Griliches (1980) found a value of 0.61. Peri (2005) , using data on sub-national regions, found values between 0.6 and 0.8. At the same time, the existing estimates of the elasticity of domestic innovation to international accessible knowledge are between 50% and 80% of the elasticities to own R&D (see Griliches, 1992) . Moreover these estimates are qualitatively consistent with the macroeconomic finding of a positive long run relation between R&D and Total Factor Productivity (e.g. Coe and Helpman, 1995; Kao et al., 1999) 17 .
Introducing a country-specific time trend (Specification II, III and V) cuts the point-estimates of the two elasticities in half. However, both coefficients remain positive and very significant. The elasticity of R&D employment is close to 0.30 in specification II, and the effect of international knowledge reduces to 0.168. Specification III shows that using the simple count of patents (rather than their count weighted by average number of citations within 3 years) as measure of innovation does not entail any major change in results. The impact of international knowledge on domestic knowledge increases somewhat (to 0.385), while the impact of R&D on domestic knowledge is unchanged. Specification IV introduces year fixed effects in place of (country specific) trends.
As much of the variation of the international stock of knowledge is from year to year we are worried that common fluctuations may be mistaken for the effect of international knowledge. The most demanding specification (IV) of Table 4 requires that the effects of international knowledge on domestic knowledge be identified only by variations specific to each country over time. The estimates reveal that the effect of international knowledge remains very strong and significantly positive at 0.276. The effect of R&D is 0.74, close to the estimate in the basic specification. The estimate of the series of time effects t in specification IV (not reported) reveals the common cyclical behavior of knowledge variables in the panel. However that series also demonstrate stationary behavior 18 . Altogether, the consistently positive and significant estimates of the coefficient γ reported in Table 4 contribute strong evidence in favor of the existence of a "standing on shoulders" effect that implies a positive effect of knowledge on innovation. However, they also prove decreasing returns to innovation as there is no evidence of a strong scale effect in the R&D sector.
Finally, specifications V and VI inquire into the relative impact of international knowledge on innovation in countries at the technological frontier vis-a-vis other countries. Due to concentration of R&D activity, the United States, which is the largest innovator, generates more than half of the world innovation. The seven largest economies combined (G7 countries) perform the large part of R&D and produce the vast majority of innovation in the OECD group. Moreover, we can think that the ideas generated in countries at the technological frontier have higher quality and more visibility than those generated in other countries. This would imply that the impact of international knowledge on innovation of a country will be asymmetric. While the technological leaders benefit mostly from their own R&D the technological followers heavily depend on the international flow of knowledge to "feed" their innovative activity. Coe and Helpman (1995) and Peri (2005) show that the stock of knowledge generated among the technological leaders has a particularly strong effect on productivity growth and innovation of the followers, but not vice-versa. In specification V we simply consider the U.S. as the world technological leader and omit it from the sample. An early paper by Eaton and Kortum (1996) estimated that the U.S. is the only country in the world in which more than half of the technological progress stems from domestically generated ideas (rather then from international knowledge). By estimating the cointegration relation among technological followers (non-US) we expect to find that the relevance of international knowledge for innovation is larger than for the whole sample (including the U.S.). The estimates confirm that this is true. The effect of international knowledge in specification V is almost twice as large as the estimate in the corresponding specification II (that includes the US). Similarly, specification VI splits the sample between G7 countries and the rest and estimates the cointegration relation separately for each sample. We construct the stock of international knowledge for each country (within or outside the G7) adding knowledge generated in the "complementary" country group only. That is, in specification VI(a) the coefficient on the variable ln(A ROW i,t ) estimates the importance of ideas generated in 18 The series of estimated θ t is available from the authors upon request.
the G7 on knowledge created in non-G7 countries, while the coefficient on the same variable in specification VI(b) represents the importance of knowledge generated outside the G7 on knowledge created in G7 countries. Consistently with previous findings the stock of international knowledge is extremely relevant in affecting domestic creation of knowledge for technological followers, with an elasticity close to 0.75 (recall that the average elasticity of innovation to international knowledge was 0.168, while for non-US was 0.366). We also find that for non-G7 countries the effect of own R&D does not seem particularly significant. In contrast, G7 countries rely mostly upon their own R&D to generate knowledge while international knowledge has no positive impact (in fact we estimate a somewhat puzzling negative effect). The existence of international knowledge flows seem, therefore, more relevant for the innovative activity of countries behind the technological frontier.
Panel Cointegration Test
Under the assumption of cointegration between ln(A i,t ), ln(A ROW i,t ) and ln(R&D i,t ), the estimated residual from regression (10), should be stationary. As a final test of the hypothesis of weak scale effects (against strong scale effects), we employ an Augmented Dickey Fuller panel cointegration test. This test is analogous to the Im et al. (2003) ADF test that we used in Section 3. These panel cointegration tests are essentially univariate extensions of the original panel unit root tests based on the residuals from a first-step cointegration regression in the spirit of the two-step cointegration test approach by Engle and Granger (1987) 19 . Table 5 reports several tests of cointegration based on different statistics 20 . The first two test statistics, PC1 and PC2, apply to the case in which the cointegration vector is assumed to be the same across all countries (Pedroni,1995) . The other seven tests are developed in Pedroni (1999) and do not impose this homogeneity restriction. Using the cross-section dimension of the data set while respecting the time series properties of the data (without aggregating or pooling) addresses the problem of inconsistent estimates in dynamic heterogeneous panels identified by Pesaran et al. (1999) . Pedroni (1999) derives seven different statistics for testing the null of no cointegration; four are based on pooling along the within-dimension and the remaining three are obtained by pooling along the between-dimension. The null hypothesis is that the first autoregressive coefficient of the residual series is equal to unity (i.e. no cointegration between variables). Under the alternative hypothesis, in the case of the within-dimension tests the same coefficient is strictly less than one and equal for all members of the panel. In the case of the between dimension test, the autoregressive coefficient is less than unity but may differ across countries. The within-dimension based statistics is referred to as panel cointegration tests, while the between-dimension one as group mean panel statistics. All tests, after an appropriate standardization, follow a normal distribution. In particular, Pedroni (1999) shows that under the alternative hypothesis (cointegration) the panel variance statistics diverge to positive infinity and the right tail of the normal distribution is used to reject the null hypothesis (no cointegration). For the other six test statistics, which diverge to negative infinity under the alternative hypothesis (of cointegration) , large negative values reject the null of no cointegration 21 . Seven of the nine tests presented in Table 5 reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration at the 1% significance level. The two statistics that fail to reject the no cointegration hypothesis are the group-rho statistic and the variance test statistic. As shown in Pedroni (2004) , the group-rho statistic is undersized in small panel and it is the most conservative test. The panel-v statistics tend to have the best power relative to the other statistics when the panel is fairly large, which is not our case. Table 6 presents an alternative approach to testing for cointegration and the number of cointegration relations in heterogeneous panel data based on the likelihood ratio inference for vector autoregressive models developed in Johansen (1988 Johansen ( , 1991 Johansen ( , 1995 . The LR-bar test statistics proposed by Larsson et al. (2001) is given by the average of the individual likelihood ratio cointegration rank trace test statistics over the panel individuals. As for the individual likelihood-ratio rank test, used to determine the number of cointegration relations "r", we can proceed sequentially from r = 0 to r = 3 until we fail to reject the null hypothesis. The trace statistic tests the null hypothesis of r cointegration relations against the alternative of j cointegration relations, where j is the number of endogenous variables (j = 3 in our case) , for r = 0, 1, 2. The alternative of j cointegration relations corresponds to the case where none of the series has a unit root and a stationary VAR may be specified in terms of the levels of all of the series. Table 6 presents the individual countryby-country and panel test results. Due to the short time dimension of our panel only one lag
The results show that the most commonly selected rank is one. The panel 21 For a more technical and detailed description of how to construct the tests we refer to Pedroni (1999) test results, presented at the bottom of Table 6 , suggest that r = 1 is the largest order. Hence this test supports the assumption that there is one cointegration relation in the panel.
5 The short run Impulse Response Function
The Error Correction Mechanism Panel VAR
While departures from the cointegration relation between R&D resources and stock of knowledge cannot last in the long run, the innovation process is subject to shocks in the short run. There could be shocks to the amount of resources allocated to research or to the productivity of researchers in generating new ideas. In order to analyze the propagation and impulse response to such shocks in the short run, we adopt an error correction representation of our dynamic relationship between ln(R&D i,t ) and ln(A i,t ). In particular, we consider the change of each variable as depending on the past changes of the other variables (a VAR in differences) but we include a term that captures the deviation from the estimated long run relationship. This disequilibrium term ensures that we account properly for the convergence to the estimated long run stochastic balanced growth path when tracking the short-run dynamics. We represent the dynamic behavior of ∆ ln(A i,t ) and ∆ ln(R&D i,t ) as follows:
Equations (11) and (12) are sufficient to characterize the dynamics of the idea-generating system in the world, as the international stock of knowledge, A ROW i,t , is simply given by the sum of A j,t for all countries other than i. The term ∧ i,t is the disequilibrium term and is equal to ln(A it ) − b c i − c λ i t−b µ ln(R&D it )−b γ ln(A ROW i,t ). We construct it using the cointegration relation estimated in the previous section. It represents the deviation from the equilibrium relationship and the coefficients d 1 and d 2 measure how the disequilibrium generates adjustment in order to preserve the long run equilibrium. The Granger representation theorem implies that at least one of the d i coefficients must be non-zero if a long run relationship between the variables is to hold. The estimates of d 1 and d 2 in our system are equal to -0.070 (s.e 0.020 ) and 0.022 (s.e.0.08 ) respectively. The first coefficient estimate is negative, significant and it guarantees that the system does actually converge to its stochastic long run relation. The second coefficient is positive but not statistically significant, implying that in the long run the variable R&D is weakly exogenous. Rather than presenting the estimates of the other dynamic coefficients, we show the impulse responses (IR) of knowledge and R&D resources to e Ait and e RDit respectively. These responses provide a description of the short and medium run effects of shocks.
Impulse Response and Discussion
Given our flexible specification that allows for country specific effects and spillover effects through the term A ROW i,t the impulse response of country i to an innovation of one of the two equations in country j could be different for each i and j. However, due to the short dimensions of our panel we impose that the sets of coefficients η 1z , η 2z , η 3z and υ 1z , υ 2z , υ 3z are equal across countries. The VECM identification is Choleski-type with ∆ ln(A i,t ) ordered first and ∆ ln(R&D it ) ordered last.
A shock to a country that provides a relevant contribution to the international stock of knowledge, A ROW i,t , has, through this channel, a relevant impact on innovation and on the choice of R&D resources for all other countries. To the contrary an innovation shock to a country that contributes only minimally to A ROW i,t mainly affects its own innovation and R&D only. In order to illustrate this comparison in its most extreme form, we choose to report the impulse response of ln(R&D i,t ), and ln(A i,t ) for a representative country 22 , to shocks e Ajt and e RDjt originating in the U.S. (the largest country in the sample) and in Ireland (the smallest country in the sample) 23 . Panels 1 through 4 present the complete set of estimated impulse response functions (along with the 99% confidence intervals) for each variable in the originating country and the representative foreign 22 Since we impose that the coefficients in the VAR are all equal among countries the IR functions are all similar. The representative country is obtained by averageing the impulse responses in all countries other than the one where the shock originates.
23 Impulse response functions for single countries to the same shocks are available from the authors. This effect is due to two components. First, higher US knowledge increases the stock of world knowledge and this benefits innovation in all countries. Second, in the medium-long run, higher world knowledge drives higher investment in R&D resources of both the US (figure 1.3) and of the representative country (figure 1.4), which in turn contributes to innovation. The effect of this shock on US innovation itself ( fig.1.1 ) and on US R&D employment ( fig. 1.3 ) is large and builds up in the short run, reaching a peak after 5-10 years and declining afterwards. After twenty years the impact on the US stock of knowledge is roughly equal to 0.13, which is a value close to the initial shock. Interestingly, these impulse responses reveal that both US and foreign R&D employment react positively to an innovation shock in the US, and that such a reaction takes a long time to reach its peak (5-10 years). This implies that the strongest effect of the positive shock to innovation is felt in the US and international scientific community with a significant delay.
Panel 2 reports the dynamic effects of a shock to US R&D employment on its stock of knowledge and subsequent R&D employment, as well as on those of the representative country. As expected, it takes few periods for the R&D shock (represented in figure 2 .3 as the initial jump of the variable) to build its full effect on the stock of knowledge generated in the US (figure 2.1). Moreover, the positive feedback of R&D employment to increases in knowledge (illustrated in panel 1) is also at work so that R&D employment further increases after the initial positive shock. After 23 years, the increase in ln(A US,t ) reaches a level equal to 0.6% (+0.08) of the average stock of US knowledge. The increase in ln(R&D US ) resources stabilizes earlier (after 10-12 years) at +0.25, which represents a 1.9% increase over the average stock of knowledge in the sample. Consistent with the behavior shown in Panel 1, the impact of e RD,U S,t on the stock of knowledge of the representative foreign country is positive (an average increase of 0.18-0.35% ) and is somewhat delayed (as shown in figure   2 .3). Finally, the R&D of the representative country responds positively and with a delay to the increased US R&D employment (figure 2.4). Overall, the strongest effect of an increase in R&D employment on innovation takes place with a five to ten year lag. In the long run, an increase in the stock of world knowledge is consistent (due to the cointegration relation) with higher R&D and higher stock of national knowledge for all countries.
Panels 3-4 show the impulse response of knowledge and R&D resources to shocks taking place in Ireland, the smallest country in our sample (in terms of number of patents and R&D employment).
The general shape and timing of these impulse responses are similar to those of Panels 1 and 2. A notable difference exists, however. Given that the US is the major contributor to world knowledge, while Ireland is a marginal one, shocks to the Irish R&D sector have quantitatively smaller effects on the innovation sector of the representative foreign country. The impulse response of Irish knowledge and R&D to its own shocks (e A,IEt , e RD,IE,t ), reported in Panels 3 and 4, are similar to the own responses found for US variables to US shocks. The response of ln(A it ) to e A,IEt (figure 3.1) is hump shaped with maximum effect after five years: the initial 1% increase in the stock of Irish knowledge is almost unchanged after twenty years. The increase in R&D resources after the shock (portrayed in figure 3. 3) is smaller (in absolute value) for the simple reason that the spillover effect generated by other countries' increased stock of knowledge and R&D (reported respectively in figure 3.2 and 3.4) is now much smaller (notice the scale). Similar patterns emerge when we look at a response to the shock e R&D,IEt (figures 4.1 and 4.3). IR's functions show a progressive increase and by the twentieth year they have reached a plateau. To the contrary, the responses of other countries to these shocks are very small and, even in the long run, typically less than a hundredth of a percentage point of the initial shock (as seen in figures 4.2 and 4.4).
As the impact is so small, some nuisances (such as country effects or lagged effects) cause the IR's to have somewhat different shapes from those generated by US shocks on the representative foreign economy. Altogether, however, the external effect of a small country such as Ireland on the dynamics of other country's innovation and R&D is negligible both in the short and in the long run.
Conclusions
Positive shocks to the innovative activity of a country are the source of booms in the short run and of sustained productivity growth in the long run. Analyzing them in a coherent framework that tracks their consequences at different time horizons is a way of reconciling the short and the long run. Recent economic analysis has largely neglected such research. This paper takes a first step to fill the gap by analyzing one phase of the innovation process: namely, the interaction of R&D resources and technological knowledge in the generation of new ideas. We apply some recent methods to estimate the cointegration (long run) relationship between these variables. Moreover we use an error correction mechanism to estimate short and medium run responses. We find that, in the long run, internationally generated knowledge is an important contributor to the innovation of a country. The stock of knowledge of a country responds to international knowledge with elasticity between 0.2 and 0.5. We then estimate the impulse dynamic response to an innovation shock in the short and medium run. A large country as the US would have a non-negligible impact on other countries' knowledge creation even in the short run. A 1% positive shock to the log of R&D in US increases the knowledge creation in other countries by an average of 0.35% within ten years.
The same shock generates a maximum 6% effect on the US stock of knowledge after five to ten years and then declines slightly. By analyzing the impact of a similar shock originating in a small country, however, we see that while the qualitative features of the impulse responses to innovation shocks are similar, the quantitative effects on knowledge creation of other countries are negligible. Notes: The test statistics are distributed as N(0, 1) under the null hypothesis of non-stationarity. The statistics in the first three columns are constructed using small sample adjustment factors from Im, Pesaran, and Shin (2003) . Test statistics in column three to six follow the method described in Pesaran (2003) . The symbols *, **, *** denote rejection of the null hypothesis of non-stationariety (against the alternative of stationarity) at the 10%, 5%, 1% significance levels. The statistics in the first three columns are constructed using small sample adjustment factors from Im, Pesaran, and Shin (2003) . Test statistics in column three to six follow the method described in Pesaran (2003) . The symbols *, **, *** denote rejection of the null hypothesis of non-stationariety (against the alternative of stationarity) at the 10%, 5%, 1% significance levels. Variance-covariance matrix of the coefficients is estimated using the dynamic panel variance estimator proposed by Mark et al. (2003) . t-statistics in parenthesis. *, **, *** = significant at the 10, 5 and 1% level. Dependent variable: log of A, the stock of accumulated patents invented by residents of the country. The patents considered are those registered at the U.S. patent office. Each patent is weighted by the average number of yearly citations during the first three years (except in specification III). The construction of A is described in detail in the main text. -4.221*** ***: reject the null hypothesis of no effect or no cointegration at 1% significance level, ** at 5% significance level, * at 10% significance level 
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